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Shoeboxed Unveils Brand New 6.0 Version of Popular
Receipt and Mileage Tracking App for iPhone and iPad
New release introduces redesigned interface, iPhone 6s 3D touch features and advanced
expense reporting capabilities

DURHAM, NC  Leading receipt and expense management company Shoeboxed announces
today the new 6.0.0 version of the Shoeboxed Receipt and Mileage Tracking App for iPhone
and iPad. The overhauled app is available as a free download in the Apple iTunes Store and
includes an entire new suite of features and updates, allowing users to submit receipts, track
expenses and create expense reports from their mobile device faster and more effortlessly than
ever before.
New and noteworthy features include a sleek bottom tab navigation bar replacing the old
dashboard, a brand new category tagging system, an optimized expense reporting flow, and
new iPhone 6s 3D Touch features like Quick Actions and Peek and Pop. Redesigned for iOS 9,
the brand new app is largely influenced by indepth interviews with Shoeboxed users and
focuses on the onthego needs of busy small businesses and entrepreneurs.
“We wanted to focus on making the Shoeboxed mobile experience as streamlined and efficient
as possible,” said Shoeboxed CEO Taylor Mingos. “Our goal is to be the ultimate mobile
solution for receipt and expense management, and everything about the new app was created
with the busy, onthego user in mind.”

Features and Updates:
➔ Advanced Receipt Filters
Users can now categorize receipts at the point of submission.The category filter sidebar
is also now replaced with sliding tag categories that drop into the screen without
interrupting the receipt view. In addition, users can select multiple categories at once
while continuing to view filtered receipts on the same screen. It’s now faster than ever to
locate expenses and categorize receipts.
➔ Expense Report Overhaul
Email receipt tables are now optimized for Apple mail and Gmail mobile. The expense
reporting process has also been simplified  users simply click “Expense Report” in the
upper right corner of the receipt list screen and select which receipts they’d like to send
to the report  getting reimbursed for business expenses have never been easier.
➔ Simplified, Redesigned Interface
The old dashboard has been completely replaced with a new and intuitive bottom
navigation bar. The new navigation bar allows for a more efficient and predictable
experience by allowing users to perform all major actions from within any screen of the
app. Receipts are also now organized by date of purchase instead of date of upload, and
we have made it easier to edit and manually add data to receipts.
➔ 6s 3D Touch Shortcuts
With the addition of Quick Actions, users can start a mileage tracking trip, scan a receipt,
and create an expense report directly from their home screen with a single press of the
app icon. The new app will also be introducing Peek and Pop for images of receipts.
Users can edit receipt details and instantly get reimbursed for an expense in seconds by
hard pressing a document inside the app.

ABOUT SHOEBOXED
Since 2007, Shoeboxed has been the preferred small business expense tracking solution for
over one million users worldwide. The pioneers of cloud based receipt scanning, Shoeboxed
saves people time, money and hassle by turning receipts into an organized, categorized, IRS
accepted archive of secure data. Shoeboxed offers a fully functional free plan, as well as
premium plans that include a prepaid mailin service for physical receipts. Shoeboxed is based
in Durham, North Carolina, and has a sister office in Sydney, Australia.
For more information about Shoeboxed, please contact 
claudia@team.shoeboxed.com
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